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Abstract. An existingone-dimensional
chemicalmodelhasbeenextendedwith
dynamics
andisotopicchemistry
to simulatechemical
production,
verticalascent,
and diffusionof HeXeOand HDO in the tropicalstratosphere.Lessabundant
isotopes
of watervaporand methanehavebeenaddedto the model'soriginal
chemicalscheme. This has led to 11 additional compoundsbeing considered,
and the methane oxidation chain has been extendedby 47 new reactions. The

dynamicalmodelincludes
verticaldiffusion
and a verticalascentrate that varies
throughout
the year. The resultsof the modelshowvaluesof the isotopicratio
that areexpected
fromtheoretical
calculations.
The 51) valuesrangefromaround

-550%oat thetropopause
to about-300%oat I hPa.Themodelsimulations
are
alsoin agreement
withthefewexisting
measurements
of 51)in thestratosphere.
An
annual variation of the isotopicratio at the tropopausewill causea wave pattern

in the verticalprofilesimilarto the "taperecordereffect"for watervapor.The size

andshapeof thisannualvariationis not clear,but simulations
showthat the effect
it has on the resulting 51) profile is significant.

1.

Introduction

react with one methane molecule to produce two water

The generalcirculationof the stratosphereis rather
well knownalthoughmany details are still not fully understood. Water vapor is a very useful tool in studying
many of these details due to its long chemicallifetime

[e.g.,Holton,1984;Brasseurand Solomon,1984]. The
largestinputs of water vapor are believedto take place
at the tropical tropopause. This area holds the lowest
temperature an air parcel will experienceon the way
from the ground and up into the stratosphere.The tropopausewill act as a "cold trap" where the water vapor
freezes out and the crystals fall back into the troposphere,leaving very dry air in the loweststratosphere.
The tropopausetemperature will thus have a strong influence on the amount of water vapor allowed to enter
the stratosphere. The temperature in this region experiencesa very distinct annual cycle, with higher temperature during northern summerand lower during winter.
The amount of water vapor that entersthe stratosphere

will thereforealsofollowan annualcycle[Mote et al.,
1995,1996].
Inside the stratosphere,water vapor is producedby

methaneoxidation.It is primarilyOH andO(XD)that

molecules
[e.g.,Brasseurand Solomon,1984;Le Texier
at al., 1988]. This causesthe mixing ratio of water
vapor to increasewith altitude. Above 50 kin, water
moleculesare destroyedby photolysisand the profile
starts to decrease.

In the midlatitudes,planetary (and gravity) waves
break in the upper stratosphere.The regionwasnamed
the "surfzone"by Mcintyre and Palmer [1984]for this
reason. The net effect of the wave breaking is movement

of air toward the poles. For continuity reasons,there
will be an ascendingmotionin the tropicalstratosphere.
Holton et al. [1995]calledthe breakingwaves"the extratropical pump." Water vapor that entersthe stratosphereat the tropical tropopausewill thus be transported upward. Sincethe tropical stratosphereis rather
isolated and the input of water vapor followsa distinct
annual cycle,the pattern of high and low amountsof
water may be followedasit movesupwardin time. This
"taperecordereffect"wasfirst discovered
by Mote et al.
[•].
In the midlatitudes, there are also stratosphere to

troposphereexchange(STE) eventstaking place. The
exact mechanismcausing this, as well as the amount
and directionof transport, is not completelyclear. Tro-

•Now at Chalmers University of Technology,GSteborg, popausefolds and cutofflowshave been mentionedas
Sweden.
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possiblemechanisms
[Holtonet al., 1995].

Apartfromthe mainisotopeof water,H•l•O (here-
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inafter referredto as H•O), lessabundantwater vapor
isotopesare alsopotentialtracersof the stratospheric
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dynamics
[e.g.,Kaye,1990;Rinslandet al.,1991;Moyer
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et al., 1996]. They can be usedin the sameway as the
main isotope, but also by looking at the isotopic ratio,
i.e., the amount of heavy isotopescomparedto the main
isotope. The isotopicratio would be especiallyusefulto
study when determining whether an air parcel has been
formed inside the stratosphere from methane oxidation

The (D/H)m is the modeled(or measured)isotopic
ratio of water vapor and calculated as

(O/H),,,
- 2x

(2)

or if it is transportedin from the troposphere(seesec- where n(HO0) and n(H20) are the modeledmixing
tion 2). This could give important information about ratios.In thisworkweusefor (D/H),.ej' the recommenSTE in the tropical region but it could also be a way ded SMOW valueby Hallemannet al. [1970],whichis

to obtain a better knowledgeof STE at midlatitudes.
The fact that the isotopic ratio of water vapor formed
in the stratosphere is different from that of water entering from below also makes it possibleto study the
"ageof air" and mixing betweendifferentregionsof the

stratosphere(subtropicalbarriers,polar vortex).
In this work, a one-dimensionalmodel has been constructed to simulate the isotopicratio of water vapor in
the tropical stratosphere. The purpose of these simulations is to help our understandingof how the isotopic
ratio changeswith altitude. It is also part of the pre-

paratory work for the Odin satellite (seea further discussionin section6.3). The modelis currentlydesigned
for simulationsin the tropical region. The input of water vapor followsan annual cycle accordingto the tape
recorder theory, with large injectionsduring Northern
Hemisphericsummerand small injectionsduring winter
[Mote et al., 1995, 1996]. A large-scaleascending
motion transports the water vapor upward. The model
domain is assumedto be entirely in the stratosphere
with the tropopausefixed at 100 hPa, which is the low-

est layer. It coversthe altitude range16-50km (1-100
hPa) with a vertical resolutionof 1 km. The annual
variation of tropopauseheight has been ignored, but
this will not significantlyinfluencethe results.
The original chemistry model includes 44 different
molecules and 112 reactions.

Thus far the included iso-

topic water vapor moleculesare H=O and HDO. When
HDO

was included in the model we had to add 11 more

compoundswith 1 H replaced by D. This leads to 47

155.76 x 10 -6 4-0.05 x 10 -6.

2. Theory
The mechanismsthat affect the isotopic ratio of water in an air parcel can be of a different nature. For
example, the heavier water isotopeshave a lower vapor
pressure than the main isotope and are therefore enriched in the condensatedphase. This effect is known

as vaporpressureisotopeeffect(vpie) [Jancsoand van
Hook, 1974] and occursboth during evaporationand
condensationof water. In general,the vpie is the dominating fractionation effect;however,an additional, kinetic fractionation effect exists, which is mainly import-

ant duringevaporationprocesses
[Merlivat and Youzel,
1979].This fractionationeffectis relatedto the slightly
lower diffusivity of the heavier water isotopes.
In the tropospherean air parcel can go through many
phase changesand experiencemany different temperatures, especially in the tropics with its deep convective cells. Followingthe so-calledRayleighfractionation,
taking these fractionation processesand their temper-

ature dependence
into account[Dansgaard,
1964],the
depletion of the heavier isotopesin water vapor would
be very severeat the top of the troposphere. Expected

5D values
wouldbein therangeof-700%oto -800%o.
However, these values do not show up in the measurements. The 5D values reported in the literature are

between
-500%o and-600%o(e.g.,Ehhalt[1974];reviewby Kaye[1987],or Smith[1992]).Smith[1992]sug-

geststhat the reasonfor the lesserdepletion is, what he
calls, "ice lofting." The updrafts inside the convective
notincludedH2•SOin themodelbecause
its production
cloudswill carry ice particlesupward from low altitudes,
is not yet completely understood. For example, the influence of the isotopic signature of Oa in the middle where the isotopicdepletionis less. These ice particles
and upper stratosphere,through oxidation of methane can then detrain from the cloudat higher altitudes and
evaporate, causinga higher isotopicratio than expecby O(• D), is not established.
new reactions in the methane

oxidation

chain. We have

Isotopic compositions of a measurement or model
output is usually expressedusing a delta notation. The

isotopicratio (for example,deuteriumto hydrogen)of

ted.

The isotopicratio of water vapor producedinsidethe
stratospherewill be determined by the isotopiccontent

of its sources.Sincethe only productionof water vapor
the sample of interest is related to a referencesample
is through methane oxidation the amount of HDO will
by

_

-

000.

The unit is part per •housand and the referenceratio is usually taken from a standard water probe. The
mos• widely used standard for reporting isotopic compositionsof oxygen and hydrogenin natural samplesis

reflectthe isotopiccontentof methane.The D/H ratio
for methane is larger relative to that for water vapor

and hasa deltavalueof about-50%o to -100%0in
the troposphere
and lowerstratosphere
[e.g.,Rinsland
et al., 1991;lrion et al., 1996].
The relative

amount

of HDO

in the total water con-

tent is therefore expected to increase with altitude in

the StandardMean OceanWa•er (SMOW), first presen- the stratosphere.At the tropopauseit will be very low
ted by Craig[1961].
•D=-500%0 to -600%0, and at 50 km we expecta
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delta valueof about -200%0. It will not fully reflect example, the ODE describingthe concentrationof HD
the •D

value of methane

since there will still be some

is the following:

influence of the tropopause value.

: I4•8[D][H02]- t•4a[OH][HD ]

dt

3. Model Description

+K4b[OH][HD]+ Ja[CHD¸],

(4)

A one-dimensionaldynamicalmodel has been integwherethe coefficients
K are chemicalreactionrates, and
rated with the MISU 1-D chemical model developed
J is a photolysisrate. The full ODE systemis solved
by Andreas Jonssonat the Department of Meteoroby using a quasi-constantstep size variable order solver
logy, Stockholm University. The production and loss
basedon numericaldifferentiationformulas[Shampine
from the chemistryis calculatedbetweeneach dynamand Reichelt, 1997]. Photolysisrates are updated at
ical time step. By alecouplingthe chemistry and the each time step.

dynamics(advectionand diffusion)the modelcan perform severalchemicaltime stepsduring one dynamical
time step. Only the specieswith a long chemicallifetime are then passedon to the dynamical model. These
speciesare consideredto be H20, CH4, H2, and N20.
To the original chemistrywe have added those heavier isotopesof water vapor and methane which include
one deuterium

atom.

The methane

oxidation

chain has

thereforebeen extendedwith isotopicchemistry,including a number of new compoundsand reactions. A few of
these compoundsare long lived and have been included
in the dynamical model.
3.1.

Chemistry

The chemical model is a one-dimensional

model simu-

lating stratosphericgasphasechemistry. The model includesa chemistry module, basedon a chemical scheme

A full diurnal cyclecan be simulatedwith photolysis
ratesprovidedfrom the look-uptable at eachtime step.
To minimize the computational cost the chemicalmodel
is run at a constantsolar zenith angle of 60ø.
3.2.

Isotopic Chemistry

When includingthe isotopesof water and methane in
the oxidationchain,there are a number of new products
and reactionsthat have to be includedto completethe
methane oxidation chain. The new compoundsadded
to the chemicalmodel are HDO, CHAD, CH2D, OD,
HD, D, DC1, DO2, CH2D02, CH2DOOH, CH2DOH,
CHDO. The initial profiles for HDO, CHAD, and HD
are set to match the 5D valuesfound in literature (see
section2). The other compoundsarejust set to 0.1% of
the unsubstitutedequivalent(e.g., for CHDO this would

be 0.1% of CHv.O). Thesecompounds
havea relatively
by Grooss[1996],which contains44 species,includshort chemical lifetime, so the initial profile does not
ing oxygencompounds'O, O(1D), 03, 02; hydroeffectthe resultingprofile.
gen compounds' H20, H2, H, OH, H02, H202; nitrogen compounds:N2, N20, N, NO, NO2, NO3, N205,
HNO3, HO2NO2; chlorine compounds'C1, C10, C1OO,
C1202, OC10, C12,HC1, HOC1, C1ONO2, C1NO2; bromine compounds:Br, BrO, BrC1, HBr, HOBr, BrON02;
and methane and its oxidation products, including CO.
Eighty-six gas phase reactions and 26 photolysis reac-

The followingnew reactionswere added to the model

(R•)

HDO

(R2a) CHaD

+ O(•D) -• OH

+ OD

+ O(1D) --• CH3

+ OD

(R2b)

-• CH2D + OH

(Raa) CHaD
(R3o)

+ OH

-• CH3 + HDO
-+ CH2D + H20

(R4a) HD
(R4b)

+ OH

-•HDO
--• H20

+H
+ D

(Rs)

CH4

+ OD

-• CH3

+ HDO

(R6)

OD

+ H2

-• HDO

+ H

D

+H02

-•HDO

+ 0

D

+ H02

-• HD

+ O2

regions,includingmultiple scattering,are performedto (P•9) D
calculate a photolysisrate look-up table. The chemical
reactionschemegeneratesa systemof stiff ordinary dif- (R•0) H
ferentialequations(ODE) of the type
(R•) H

+ H02

--> OD

+ OH

+ DO2

--• HDO

+ 0

+ DO2

-+ HD

+ 02

(R•2) H

+ DO2

--> OD

-+-OH

(R13) D

+ 03

-• OD

+ 02

(R•4a) CH3D

+ C1

-• CH3

+ DC1

tions are included

for which

the data

are taken

from

DeMote et al. [1997].
The model is initialized by monthly (April) zonal
mean profilesof temperature, H2 O, CH4, NO, NO2, and
HC1 measured by HALOE from 1992 to 1998. Other
compoundsare initialized by noon monthly mean profiles derived from a 10 year climatology calculated by

the CanadianMiddle AtmosphereModel (CMAM) [de (R7)
Grandpreet aI., 1997].
(Rs)
Detailed radiation calculations in the UV and visible

dni
dt

= Pi -+-Li,

(3)

where ni is the concentration of the ith compound. Pi
and Li are the production and loss rates derived from
the chemical reactions in which ni participates. For

(R•4b)

--• CH2D + HC1
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very little isotopic effect accord-

(Rls) CH2D02 q- HO2

-->.CH2DOOH

(R16a) CH2D02 + NO

.4 CH20 + NO2
.4 CHDO + NO2

(R17a) CH2D02 + ClO

.4 CH20 + DO2 + C1
--> CHDO + H02 + C1

+ 02

ingto Kaye[1987];

q- D
+ H

k2, -- 1.13 x 10-lø

(R20) CH2DOOH +OH

k3a- 0.88 x 10-•2 25% of the rate constant in JPL

(3.51x 10-12);samemotivation

(R21a) CH2DOOH + OH .4 CH20 + OH + HDO
(R21b)
.4 CHDO + OH + H20

(R22•) CH2DOOH + C1
(R22b)

.4 CH20 + OH
-+ CHDO + OH

(R23) DC1

+OH

.4HDO

+

C1

(R24) HC1

+ OD

.4 HDO

+

C1

(R25) CHDO

+OH

.4HDO

+ HCO

(R26) CH20

+OD

.4 HDO

+ HCO

(R27) CHDO

+C1

-•DC1

+

as for k2;

k3b-- 2.63 x 10-12 75% of the rate constant in JPL;
k4a- 2.5 x 10-•2

.4 CH2D02 q-H20

+ DC1
+ HC1

rate constant5 x 10-x2 from JPL;
50% for this branch;

k4b-- 2.5 x 10-12
ks - 2.45 x 10-12

and 50% for this;
same value

k7 - 1.62 x 10-12

same

(R29•) CH2DOH + OH
(R29•)

.4 CH20 + H
-> CHDO + H

+ DC1
+ HC1

ks - 7.29 x 10-12

+ H20

k9- 1.4 x 10-1ø

same value

same

same

the

unsub-

as for the

unsubsti-

same

k•l - 7.29 x 10-12

of DCO. This compound has a very rapid conversionto
form DO2 that will result in the production of a HDO

k•3 -- 7.05 x 10-•x

molecule.

k•4•,- 0.21 x 10-•

k• - 3.8 x 10-13
kl•a-

1.0 x 10-•2

as for the

unsubsti-

as for the

unsubsti-

value

as for

the

unsubsti-

value

as for

the

unsubsti-

25% of the valuegivenin JPL for

same value

as for the unsubsti-

one third

of the unsubstituted

re-

action; same motivation as for k2,
but in this case, there are three
possiblechoices;

k•6, - 2.0 x 10-12

this reaction is about 1% slower;
reac-

value

tuted reaction;

re-

tion; there is one chance of four
that the D will leave the CHAD;

unsubsti-

k14b-- 0.62 x 10-11 75% of the valuegivenin JPL;

the units for all are cm 3 molecule -• s-1.

k2a -- 0.38 X 10-10 25% of the unsubstituted

the

this reaction; this value is only
for T=298 K, so we assume the
same temperature dependence as
for the unsubstituted reaction;

Jet PropulsionLaboratory (JPL) catalog[DeMote et
al., 1997]whereavailable.In mostcases,however,they

action; accordingto Kaye [1987]

as for

tuted reaction;

stants, kn, for the reactions above are taken from the

same as for the unsubstituted

unsubsti-

tuted reaction;

con-

are set to the same value as for the correspondingisotopically unsubstitutedreaction. In many of the reactions the deuteriumcan end up in two (or eventhree)
different products. The different rate constants used
and a motivation for why these are chosenare given below. Value n is the correspondingreaction number and

as for the

tuted reaction;

same

rate

value

same value

same

actions(R25)-(R27),as well as photolysisreaction(Ps)
(section3.2.2) we do not considerthe possibleformation

value

tuted reaction;

k12-- 1.4 x 10-10

kl - 2.2 x 10-1ø

for

tuted reaction;

We have not included reactions where both reactants

contain 1 deuterium atom, for example, HD + OD, since
the low amounts of both compoundswill give an insignificant contribution to the respective products. In re-

reaction

as

tuted reaction;

k10- 1.62 x 10-12

The

value

tuted reaction;

HCO

+ HDO

constants.

unsubsti-

stituted reaction; only these
products are consideredsinceit is
not very likely that the OD will
break to form H20 + D;

-4 CH20 + H
-+ CHDO + H

Rate

as for the

tuted reaction;

k6 -5.5 x 10-•2

(P•28a)CH2DOH + OH
(R2sb)

3.2.1.

reac-

tion; three chances of four that
the D will stay;

(R•sa) CH2D02 + CH302 -4 CHDO + CH30H +02
(RlSb)
-+ CH20 + CH2DOHq- 02
(R19) CH2D02 q- CH2D02.4 CHDO + CH2DOHq- 02

75% of the unsubstituted

two thirds of the unsubstituted

re-

action;

k17a- 0.55 X 10-12

one third of the unsubstituted

re-

action; same motivation as for
kl•;
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two

thirds

of the

unsubstituted

reaction; same motivation as for
k16;

klsa = 1.25 x 10-la 50% of the unsubstituted

reac-

tion; in this case it is hard to determine the possible ways the D

can go; for simplicitywe use 50•
for both this branch;

same

value

as for

the

unsubsti-

tuted reaction;

k2o= 2.66 x 10-12

same

value

as

for

the

unsub-

stituted reaction; the products
CHa02 + HDO are not included
since it is most probable that the
O-OH

bond will break due to the

polarization of the molecule;

0.38 x 10-12

one third

of the unsubstituted

re-

action; we do not consider the
formation of OD since it is very
unlikely that the OH will split up;
the

other

two

branches

are con-

sidered in the same way as k16;

k21b= 0.76 x 10-12

two thirds of the unsubstituted

re-

action;

2.63 x 10-11

one third

of the unsubstituted

re-

action; same motivation as for

k22b= 5.27 x 10-11

two thirds of the unsubstituted

same

value

as for the

unsubsti-

tuted reaction;

k24--2.6 x 10-12

same value

as for the

unsubsti-

tuted reaction;

k25= 1.0 x 10-11

same

value

as for

the

unsubsti-

tuted reaction; in this reaction,
and the two following, we do not
considerthe possibleformation of

DCO (seeend of section3.2);
k26= 1.0 x 10-11

same

value

as for

the

unsubsti-

tuted reaction (see commentfor
k25);
8.1 x 10-11

k28a= 2.30 x 10-12

same value

as for the

unsubsti-

k29b----3.60 x 10-11 two thirds of the unsubstitutedreaction.

3.2.2.

Photochemical

reactions.

Four

of the

new compounds,HDO, DC1, CHDO, and CH2DOOH,
are also destroyed by photolysis. The photolysis rates
for the new reactionsgiven below are set to be the same
as for the correspondingunsubstituted reaction. For

(P1) we assumethat the two branchesare equallypos-

reaction.For (P5) we assumeonethird of the photolysis
rate for branch a and two thirds for branch b (seecommentfor k16). In (Ps) we do not considerthe formation
of OD (seecommentfor k21). The reactionsaddedto
the photochemical reaction schemeare

(Ply)
(Fib)

HDO

(P2)

D C1

(P3)
(P4)

CHDO

(P,•)
(Psb)

CH2DOOH+

3.3.

Dynamical

+hv

--> OH

+D

-->OD

+H

+hu

-•

+D

+hu

-• CO
--> HCO

C1

hu --• CH20
--> CHDO

+HD
+ D
+OH+

D

+ OH +

H

Model

The dynamical motions in the model includes the
large-scaleupward advection as well as the vertical diffusion, parameterized by the eddy diffusionapproximation. The time dependenceof the mixing ratio in each
layer is calculated accordingto

0--7+ OMO(
OM
OM
)
where M is the mixing ratio, for example,H20 in parts
per million by volume (ppmv). Value w is the vertical velocity in m/s, and the vertical diffusioncoeffi-

cientis givenby Kz (m2/s). N is the densityof air in
molecules/cm
a. P and L denoteschemicalproduction
and lossrates,respectively(obtainedfrom the chemical
model).
A standard leapfrogschemeis usedto solveEquation
(5). The length of the time step is currently set to 5
days but can be varied.

The verticalascentrate, givenby w (m/s), is allowed
to vary throughout the year. The annual cycleof w fol-

lowscalculationsby Mote et at. [1996]who foundthat

tuted reaction (see commentfor
k25);
one third

of 0.3x10-3 m/s with a maximumof 0.42x10-a m/s

of the unsubstituted

re-

two thirds of the unsubstituted

re-

action;

.80 x 10-11
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the vertical ascentin the tropical regionis strongerduring the northern winter season. In the model the vertical velocity varies as a sine wave around a mean value

action (seecommentfor k21);

k28b= 4.60 x 10-12

STRATOSPHERE

re-

action;

2.6 x 10-12

TROPICAL

sible and usehalf the value of the photolysisrate in each

k18•,= 1.25 x 10-13 and 50% for this branch;

k19= 2.5 x 10-13

IN THE

one third

during the winter and a minimum value of 0.18x10 -3
m/s in the summerseason.
The vertical motions due to diffusion are calculated

usinga diffusioncoef•cient,K•. We tried differentapof the unsubstituted

action (seecommentfor k21);

re-

proaches
for/i'z, givenby BrasseurandSolomon
[1984],
Owense• at. [1985],andBriihl and Crutzen[1988],to

32,288
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1.5

2

Mixing ratio (ppmv)

Figure 1. Solid lines are water vapor (left) and methane(right) from April simulatedby the
1-D model. The dashedline is tropical (-10ø to 10ø) measurements
by the MLS instrumentfrom
April 1993 and the dotted-dashedlines are the same by the HALOE instrument, both on the
UARS

satellite.

find a coefficientthat is sufficientlystrongbut doesnot
destroy the tape recorder pattern. The coefficientused
in this work is based upon values from Owens et al.

The deuteratedwater vapor (HDO) variessimilarly

throughtime but aroundthe meanvalue0.45 x 10-a
ppmv. This value was chosen to set the mean value

of dD=-580%o. Measurements
of HDO in the upper

[1985]and calculatedaccordingto

troposphereshowa variety of differentdD values(e.g.,
Ehhalt[1974],reviewby Kaye[1987],andSmith[1992]).

/fz- 1 x 10-3 exp(z/11).

(6)

We found that this is a good estimate of a mean value of
measurementsat the top of the tropopause(seesection
Since we also have transport by advection included, 2).
the diffusion coefficient here is a little less than the valAn annual variation of the input 5D value can also
uesgivenby Owenset al. [1985]wherethe onlyvertical be simulated by varying the relative amplitude of the
transport was due to vertical diffusion.
H20 and HDO cycles. If the relative amplitude of the
HDO input cycleis the sameas that of H20 (onethird
3.4. Boundary Conditions
of the respectivemeanvalue),the 5D valuewill be conInflow at the lower boundary, simulating input from stant in time. If the relative HDO amplitude is higher,
the troposphere,is prescribedfor the long-livedspecies, we will create a stronger depletion during winter and
for example, water vapor and methane, and their iso- lessdepletion during the summer season.The opposite
topic equivalents. A virtual layer is created below the effect is created if the relative amplitude of the isotope
lowest model layer in which the mixing ratios for these input wave is lower than that of H20.
How the annual cycle of the delta value for water
compoundsare prescribed.All mixing ratiosexceptwater vapor are constant.

Accordingto the "stratospherictape recorder"theory

vapor should be chosen is not known at the moment.
In section 6.2 we will discuss how the different

scenarios

will affect the vertical profile of dD.
The CHaD mixing ratio at the tropopauseis assumed
tropical lower stratospherefollows a very pronounced

[Mote et al., 1995]the input of water vaporin to the

annual cycle. To simulate the varying inflow, the prescribedH20 mixing ratio in the virtual layer is allowed
to vary in time. In the model, the main water vapor
isotope follows a sine wave around a mean value of
3.5 ppmv with an amplitude that is one third of this
value. The lowest values are found during Northern
Hemispherewinter and the highest during summer.

to be 9.9x 10-4 ppmv,whilethe unsubstituted
methane
has a mixing ratio of 1.7 ppmv. This correspondsto a

dD valuefor methaneof -65%o. Thisvalueis in the
rangeof what hasbeen observedaroundthe tropopause

[e.g.,Rinslandet al., 1991;Irion et al., 1996].
At the upper boundary of the model we assumethat
the compoundsare allowed to be transported out of
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domain.
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The seasonalvariation in the input of water vapor

are given.

causesthe wavepattern visiblein Figure 1 (left panel).

4.

The amplitude of the wave decreasessince the vertical
diffusion increaseswith altitude, and above 10 hPa the
wave is gone. Plate 1 show a comparisonof the modeled

H20

Results

The model simulates the long-lived compounds, for
example, the main isotope of water vapor and methane, with rather good results. In Figure 1 the vertical
profiles of water vapor and methane are plotted. The

H20 (bottom panel) with tropical MLS data from 1991
to 1993 (top panel). The two agree very well even
though the model, again, showshigher values of water vapor than the measurementat the highest levels.
left panel showsthe simulatedwater vapor (for April)
Another differencebetweenthe two is that the wavepattogetherwith H20 measuredin the tropics(-10ø to 10ø) tern is somewhatexaggeratedin the model (alsoseenin
in April 1993 by HALOE and MLS, both instruments Figure1). This is probablydueto mixingof air with the
on the UARS satellite(Lahozet al. [1996](MLS) and subtropicsthrough the subtropicalbarriers. The tropHatvieset al. [1996](HALOE)). The right panelshows ical region is not completelyisolated, and such mixing
methane

from the model and from the HALO E instru-

ment for the same month and latitude.

is not included

in the model.

We see that the

model slightly overestimatesthe water vapor and underestimatesthe methane in the upper levels. In the lower
part of the stratosphereon the other hand, the transport seemsto be a bit too strong. In this region the
methaneoxidationis weak due to the very low amounts

of OH and O(•D). The oxidationof methanedoesnot
becomeimportant until around20-30hPa (a little lower
in the measurements).The chemistryin the lowerpart
of the stratosphereis sensitiveto what time of day we

5. Isotopic Ratio Results
We do not present here any profiles of HDO itself
but rather of the isotopic ratio. This is a measure
of how well we simulate HDO if the H20 profiles are
realistic. In the first simulation we set the isotopic ra-

tio at the tropopauseto a constantvalue (no annual

variation),5D---580%0. In Figure2 the verticalpro-

file of the resulting isotopic ratio is displayed as the
choose for our simulations.
At noon there will a lot
thick solid line. The expected decreaseof the depletion
more productionof OH and O(•D) at low altitudes, with altitude, caused by the production of water from
and the methane oxidation starts at a lower altitude.
methane, shows up clearly. The delta value increases
The simulation shownin Figure 1 is for 16.00 hours in
from5D--580%0 (prescribed)
at the tropopause
level
order to simulate a solar zenith angle of 60•.
to about•D:-360%0 at 50kin. The increase
is slowat
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Figure 2. Thick linesare the simulated5D ratio from the tropopauseat 100 hPa to 1 hPa. The
solid line is with a constantisotopicratio at the lower boundary, and the dashedline is an input
ratio with an annual cycle. The thin solidline showsa measurementby the ATMOS instrument
from the tropical regionin November1994. Error bars indicate lcr levels.

the lower layers since the oxidation of methane is slow
in this region.
If we allow the isotopicratio to vary at the tropopause

6.

Discussion

The isotopicratio in the model increaseswith altitude

frombetween5D=-500%0 and -600•o0at the tropowith an amplitudeof 30%0,we seea wavetransported
pauseup to around-3000/00
at I hPa. Thisis whatwe

upwardthroughthe stratosphere(dashedline in Figure 2). The annual cycleproducesa wave pattern in
the isotopicratio very similar to the "tape recordereffect" [Mote et al., 1995]. In this casewe assumethat
the largest depletion occursat the tropopauseduring
northern winter, and the depletion during summer is
less severe. Further

discussion about the effect of this

variation and its strength is found in section6.2.
There are only a few existing measurementsof the

isotopicratio in the stratosphere[e.g., Dinelli et al.,
1997;Rinslandet al., 1984;Abbaset al., 1987].Most of
the profilesshowthat there is a generalincreasein dD

expect accordingto theoretical assumptions. The few
observationsthat existsalso showisotopicratios similar
to this.

Even thoughthe model givesrealisticresultsthere are
severalunsolvedquestionsthat can affect the profilesof
the isotopiccompoundsand the resultingisotopicratio
of water vapor. We will discussa few of them here and
try to determine how large their effectsare.
6.1.

Reaction

Rates

In the major reactions, in which CHaD reacts with

OH, O(•D), and C1(reactions(R2), (R3), and (R•)),

fromabout-500%0to -600%0 at 80 hPato between

there are two different

-400%oand-300%0at 2-4hPa.A wavepatterncan

moves away from the carbon to form HDO and one
where it stays and H20 is formed. These possibilities
have thus far been assumedequally possible. Irion et

be detectedbut the uncertaintiesare rather large. One
example of adD profile is shownas the thin solid line
in Figure 2. This profileis measuredin early November
1994in the tropics(-20ø to 20ø) by the ATMOS instru-

ment on the ATLAS-3 shuttlemission[Gunsonet al.,
1996; Irion et al., 1996]. The figureshowsthat there
is a good agreementbetweenthe measurementand the
modeledprofile (also for November). There is also a
clear wave pattern in the measurementthat fits well
with the model.

These results, both the model and the measurements,
show that the isotopic ratio will not fully reflect the
isotopic ratio of methane at 1 hPa. The reasonfor this

branches:

one where the D atom

al. [1996]foundfrom measurements
that the reaction
CHaD + OH is about 20% slowerthan the corresponding unsubstitutedreaction. One might therefore suspect, that the reactionbranchformingHDO is lessthan
the statistical

value of one fourth

of the total

rate.

We

performed three simulations where we assumedthree
different branchingratios. In the first casewe assume
one fourth of the rate constant, i.e., one chancein four

that weform HDO (referencecase,seeabove).Then we

is that the D/H ratio here will still be influencedby

assumeone fifth and, finally, one tenth of the rate constant which would only yield a small amount of HDO
in the first step of the oxidation chain. We found that

the troposphericH20.

the difference

between

these three cases was less than
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Figure 3. Simulatedmonthly5D anomalies(meanoverall longitudes)near the tropicaltropopause,as derivedfrom an ECHAM-4 AGCM simulation.The Decembervaluesare showntwice
for reasonsof clarity.

10%0. The small difference
is probablybecausethe
CH2D, which remains if H20 is the product, will continue in the oxidation chain and finally result in a HDO
molecule.

We therefore decreased all of the reaction rates for the

isotopicreactionsgivenaboveby 10%. This meansthat
all reactionsare slowerin the sameway as CH3D + OH.
The resultingprofile did not showany major difference
comparedto the referenceprofile either. The •D value

at 50 km changed
from-3600/00
to -370%0.
6.2.

Input Ratio

The isotopic ratio at the top of the troposphereand
howmuchof it is injected(throughthe tropopause"cold
trap") is another big uncertainty. It is not only the
absolute value that

is uncertain

but also if there is an

annual cycle in the input isotopic ratio, and how large
its amplitude would be.
It is very likely that the input ratio will vary throughout the year. Sincethe isotopicfractionationis temper-

ature dependent(seesection2), it is very probablethat
the tropopausetemperature will affect the isotopicratio
in the lowest part of the tropical stratosphere. The tropopausetemperature is lowest during northern winter,
and the depletionwould therefore be most severeduring
this season. One reason for the very low temperatures
is the strong convectionduring the same season. The
isotopic fractionation due to the vapor pressureeffect
during condensationis thus expectedto be very strong
as well. On the other hand, it may alsosuggestthat the
"ice lofting" is strongestat the sametime. This would,
in that case,imply that the isotopicratio would be less
depleted during northern winter. During the northern

summer seasonthe convectionis lessstrong, but on the
other hand, more widely spreadover larger areas (during winter it is mainly overIndonesia). This may cause
a larger "net depletion" which enters the stratosphere.
For a first estimate of the annual cycle of HDO
in the tropopause region we have studied results of

a three-dimensional(3-D) atmospheregeneralcirculation model (AGCM). AGCMs, which explicitlyinclude
stable water isotopesin their hydrological cycle, have
been developedduring the last 15 years. They are capable of simulating many characteristicsof the isotopic
signature of tropospheric water in vapor, liquid, and
solidphase[e.g., Joussaumeet al., 1984; Koster et al.,
1988; Hoffmann et al., 1998]. Here we refer to results
of a simulation using the Hamburg AGCM ECHAM-

4 [Roeckner
et al., 1996]with both H2•80 and HDO
includedin the water cycle [Hoffmannet aI., 1998].
The AGCM was especiallyadapted to simulate the cli-

mate of the middle atmosphere[Manzini and Bengtsson,1996]and a steadystate simulationover a period
of 1 year was performedin T30 mode (horizontalgrid
size approximately3.75ø x 3.75ø).
In the tropical region between 8øN and 8øS, mean
simulated annual dD valuesnear the tropopause were in

the rangeof-720%0 to -800%0. Thusthe ECHAM-4
model simulates a stronger depletion of HDO in water vapor than observed in short-time measurements

(-500%0 to -600%0; seeFigure2). The discrepancy
of the model might be explained by an underestimation
of the "ice lofting" effect in convectiveupdrafts, which
has already been discussedin section 2.
In Figure 3, the simulated monthly dD anomalies

(i.e. monthlydeviationsfrom the annualmeanvalue)
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in the tropical tropopauseregion are plotted. For the of 130%0
at thelowestlayerwillthuscause
a change
in
SouthernHemisphere,a clear annualcycleis detected •D of •70%0 at the highest
layer.
in the simulation results: maximum summer •D values
If an annual cyclein the input ratio is includedthe •D
are morethan 30%ohigherthan the annualaverage, valueat the highestlayersdoesnot change.The vertical
andminimumwinter•D valuesare about30%0lower. diffusionsmearsout the wavepattern that is causedby
For the Northern Hemisphere,a similar but weakeran- the varying isotopicratio. Dependingon which season
nual cycle is seen. The annual cyclesof both hemi- the isotopicratio is lowestthe "tape recorderwave"will
spheresmergein the equatorialregionand becauseof changephase. Apart from this, the differentseasonsare
their asymmetricstrengththere existsan annualcycle similar. The amplitude of the input variation causesthe
with two maxima and two minima. Hence the ECHAMwave to extend higher or lower in altitude.
4 simulationresults indicate an annual •D amplitude 6.3. Effect of Retrieval
Errors

of 60%oand40%0at 8øSand8øN,respectively.
How-

The modeldescribedin this paperwasoriginallyconstructedaspart of the preparatoryworkfor Odin[Murare greater than the simulatedamplitude of the annual tagh et al., 2001]. Odin is a small satellitethat was
ever, the reader shouldkeep in mind that the deviations

between simulated annual •D values and observations

•D cycle. A better agreementbetweenmean model
resultsand observations(e.g., by an enhancedsimulated "icelofting"effect)mightalsosignificantly
change
the strengthof the simulatedannual cycle. Thus these
AGCM findingsshouldbe interpretedwith cautionand
only as a first attempt to estimatethe strengthof the
annual•D cyclein the tropicaltropopause
region.Both
improved3-D modelingeffortsand long-timemeasurementsare neededfor a better estimateof the isotopic
signatureof water vapor near the tropopause.

launchedFebruary 20, 2001. It will be able to measure

water vapor and its isotopes. The measurements
will,
of course,be contaminatedwith noise.The questionis
then how much an error in the measuredH20 and HDO

profileswill affect the isotopicratio profile.
To investigate this, we assumethat we can retrieve
the HDO profilefrom a measurement,
for example,by
the Odin satellite, within 10% of the true value. At the
sametime, H20 is retrievedwithin 5%. Theseprecisionswill probablybe dii•cult to obtain for singleproA few model runs with the 1-D model were made to
file retrievals.By usingzonal averageshowever,we can
simulate different scenarios and to see how much the
increasethe signalto noiseratio considerably.The "erentry isotopicratio affectsthe vertical profile. First, ror intervals"we obtain for the •D signalare indicated
we made a simulationwhere we decreased
the entry in Figure 4. It is obviousthat the wave pattern in the
ratioto -450%0instead
of-580%0usedinthereference vertical profile, superimposedas the dotted line, cannot
case. No annual variation was included in this case. The

beresolved
unless
theamplitude
islargerthan50-70%0.

resultingeffectis rather large. The delta valueat 1 hPa

We would thus need to retrieve the water vapor and
deuterium profilesbetter than assumedhere. Retrievals

is about-290%0insteadof-360%0. A change
in •D
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usingsimulatedOdin spectrashowthat it may be possible to retrieve HDO better than 10% in the altitude

range of 2-70 hPa if zonal mean profilesare created.
6.4.

Future

Work

The model presented here is a first attempt to model

the chemistryand transportof H2•60 and HDO. The
model needsto be validated in a more rigorousway than
the qualitative comparisonsmade here. Apart from the
water vapor we also need to considerthe modeled methane and its isotopicratio. That ratio is particularly interesting sinceit, to a very large degree, determinesthe
isotopic ratio of water vapor in the upper stratosphere.
Another improvement to the model would be a better
descriptionof the tropopauseand its role in determining
the amount of water vapor entering the stratosphere
and the input isotopic ratio. Both the altitude of the
tropopause and its temperature need to be considered
in the studies of troposphereto stratosphereexchange.

Wewouldalsoliketo includeH2180andits chemistry
in the model. This is probably a more difficult task compared to HDO, since there are more compoundscon-

taining•sO than D involvedin the methaneoxidation

TROPICAL
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